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Abstract–Space Mission analysis software using MATLAB code, 

program would show an animation of this orbit and results. 

and also draw the ground track of this orbit, 

you can also add a maneuver to this orbit and see its results and 

visualizations, the program can also predict, the time at which the 

satellite be in your location in the sky. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Using programming with space is a must. There is 

no doubt that simulation is a good way for the 

student to understand the equations he is studying 

rather than just memorizing them. It is also possible 

through this program to save billions by simulating 

the space mission before its launch so I build this  

Program using MATLAB code. 
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tracks– maneuvers-satellite  

 
 

Program users’ interface. 
       

 

             II. usage  

      User Data 

 

 
 

here you type satellite data, you can choose state 

type like(cartesian-Keplerian-spherical) you may 

also add the epoch date which is the time and date 

corresponding to the specified orbit state so the 

program will calculate the sidereal time. and know 

the position of satellite relative to earth. 

You can also type the number of revaluation, add 

this the program will end its calculation. 

 

  
 

 here you add your location ''latitude and 

longitude'' so the program can predict the time 

which satellite will be in your sky 
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III. Outputs 

 

Toolbar. 

 

 
 

you can from the toolbar run your mission or from the 

animation button you can see the animation of the satellite, you 

can also from animation buttons to control the speed of 

motion. after you are done you can save your mission or  

upload a new mission.    

                      

 
 

 

From Tree Control you can navigate and display data you Edit, 

Views, You Can also display all Results  

 

       Orbit View 

 

 
 

The Orbit View allows you to plot trajectories of a 

spacecraft relative to earth. you can also run 

animation from this orbit so you can see the relative 

motion of this satellite to earth using buttons in the 

toolbar.  

 Blue Cube points to satellite location relative to    

earth ''red, blue and green'' arrow is an Earth-

centered inertial (ECI) coordinate frame ''yellow 

line '' is a line of node, ''Whit line'' is an Apse line,'' 

Orange line '' is an angular momentum line.    

 

  

  Ground tracks 

 

 

         Satellite Ground Track The ground track is 

the expression of the relative motion of the satellite 

in its orbit to the Earth's surface rotating beneath it. 

you can also From Toolbar Run animation of this 

track so you can see the motion of the satellite and 

its location on earth. you can slow down the 

animation and therefore you can see the live track 

of this satellite. 

 Predict Pass Time  

 

Depending on your location and satellite data, the 

program can predict the time at which this satellite 

be in your sky Taking into account the presence of 

perturbation like drag and oblate spheroid and 

Solar Wind so it can display a Hight prediction 
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 Maneuvers  

 

 

 

       In spaceflight, an orbital maneuver (otherwise 

known as a   burn) is the use of propulsion systems 

to change the orbit of a spacecraft You can add it in 

satellite velocity direction or in normal or in 

binormal So you can do it in same Orbit plan or 

Change Orbit plan. 
 

 
 

Chane Orbit plan by adding more velocity to 

binormal plan. 
 

 
 

Change Orbit type to escape trajectory by adding 

more burns to binormal plan so you can here see a 

visualization of escape trajectories.  

 

 

 

 

 Results   

 

 

 
 

 

you can here see results of orbit at the end of date of 

tracking this satellite, you will see different data like 

Keplerian and cartesian or Spherical elements so it 

can help student in his studies, it also can show all 

results for each orbit after maneuvers. 
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